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20 Minute Golf Tune-Up Book Series
(eBook only)

Six titles in the series | see webpage for specific details | price $3
1. 20 Minute Golf Tune-Up: Range Practice
2. 20 Minute Golf Tune-Up Confidence
3. 20 Minute Golf Tune-Up: Concentration & Nerves
4. 20 Minute Golf Tune-Up: Overcoming Mistakes & Frustration
5. 20 Minute Golf Tune-Up: Putting
6. 20 Minute Golf Tune-Up: Pre-Shot

65 Goalkeeper Training Exercises: Modern Games-Based
Soccer Drills for Shot Stopping, Footwork, Distribution, and
More

In 65 Goalkeeper Training Exercises, goalkeeping
coach and educator, Andy Elleray, offers fellow football
coaches a way of training that takes keepers from the
confines of the goal or penalty area, into new,
challenging, and fulfilling settings. Games-based
goalkeeper training is an alternative to the traditional
goalkeeping curriculum and combines physical,
psychological, technical, tactical and social skills in
small situations that keepers will face in matches. These
include 1v1s, communicating with the defence, decision
making, shot stopping, and more.
Goalkeeper Training Exercises
Games-based training is about using games and activities drawn from football, selected
sports, physical education, sports science, and other spheres, to help progress keepers with
the skills they will really need in competitive match situations. Aimed at readers who coach
goalkeepers at all levels, from junior level to elite standard, the games can be conducted
within a variety of playing environments including, in many cases, indoors.
Goalkeepers will be working on areas of their game relevant to their position without them
even knowing it because they will be made to think quickly and do what comes naturally to
them. They will be learning to cope with new and challenging situations in these games and
often how to work as a team to win points or solve a problem.
Whilst standard technical drills still have a central role to play in goalkeeper development,
games-based development aims to offer an alternative to traditional sessions. Much of gamesbased goalkeeper training is designed for coaches who have a large group of goalkeepers to
work with. With large numbers, it is very hard to do small technical practices in goals,
because of space constraints and having so many goalkeepers not working.
65 Goalkeeper Training Exercises is a must-have addition to every coach’s bookshelf.
ISBN: 978-1-910773-44-4 | Published 14 February 2017 | 138 pages | Paperback £10.99 |
eBook £7.99

Friends and Other Strangers: Bob Dylan Examined

Bob Dylan: songwriter, singer, poet, artist, sculptor,
filmmaker, Nobel Laureate – a titan of contemporary
culture.
Friends and Other Strangers: Bob Dylan Examined is a
collection of more than 120 articles offering an
informative and entertaining look at the people who
have influenced, been influenced by, or simply hung
around in Bob Dylan’s orbit at one point or another.
From 2009 to 2016, Harold Lepidus wrote 1000-plus
articles for the no longer available Bob Dylan Examiner
column – a go-to resource that was viewed millions of
times and referenced by Rolling Stone, npr.org, Paste,
Ultimate Classic Guide, Wolfgang’s Vault, Uncut,
Glide, and American Songwriter, amongst others. Lepidus broke many a story about Dylan,
in addition to analyzing his art with a trenchant and astute perspective.
This curated anthology features Lepidus’ most pertinent articles and focuses on the unique
perspectives of people associated with Dylan, from Buddy Holly to the Beastie Boys,
Leonard Cohen to Barry Manilow, President John F. Kennedy to Tiny Tim, Johnny Otis to
Otis Redding.
Also included in the book are interviews conducted with Dylan associates, including
filmmaker D.A. Pennebaker, musicians John B. Sebastian, Harvey Brooks, Carolyn Hester,
Harvey Mandel, John Byrne Cooke, Dom Flemons, and Robyn Hitchcock, Dylan scholars
Michael Gray and Sean Wilentz, and others.
For connoisseurs of Bob Dylan, Friends and Other Strangers is a must-have in any
collection.
Published February 20th 2017 | ISBN-13: 9781910773406 | A4 234pp $18.99 | eBook
formats also available $9.99

You Will Thrive: The Life-Affirming Way to Work and
Become What You Really Desire

Have you lost your spark or the passion for what you
do? Is your heart no longer in your work or (like so
many people) are you simply disillusioned by the frantic
race to get ahead in life? Your sense of unease may be
getting harder to ignore, and comes from the growing
urge to step off the treadmill and pursue a more thrilling
and meaningful direction in life.
You Will Thrive addresses the subject of modern
disillusionment. It is essential reading for people
looking to make the most of their talents and be
something more in life. Something that matters.
Something that makes a difference in the world.
Through six empowering steps, it reveals ‘the Way’ to boldly follow your heart as it leads
you to the perfect opportunities you seek. Through every step, it urges you to put a
compelling thought to the test:
You possess the power within you to attract the right people, opportunities, and
circumstances that you need to become what you desire.
As you’ll discover, if you find the faith to act on this power and do the Work required to
realise your dream, a testing yet life-affirming path will unfold before you as life orchestrates
the Way to make it all happen.
About Jag Shoker. Jag Shoker is a leading performance coach to high profile business
leaders and sports professionals and the author of The 7 Masters Moves of Success. In You
Will Thrive he calls upon his own remarkable experience of following the Way and his years
of experience in helping others to pursue it to much greater effect.
Published 8 November 2016 | 978-1910515662 | 118 pp paperback | print and ebook versions
available.

Go Naked: The Credible Expert: How to Stand Out In Medical
Sales, Create More Opportunities, And Grow Your Business |
Michael Smith
The selling environment and role of the sales professional
have changed.
Forever.
Gone are the days when the organisation, the product, or
the solutions provided the greatest opportunity for
differentiation. Today is no longer about features and
benefits, need-satisfaction, or solution selling; it’s about the
role that the sales professional plays as the single biggest
point of differentiation.
The Credible Expert provides you, the sales professional,
with the second installment of the GO NAKED series, this time with an even more thought-provoking
and practical perspective on how to stand out, create more opportunities, and grow your business.
It breaks down the steps required for securing opportunities and making sales so that – irrespective
of your experience – you will be able to select the right customers, deliver compelling messages,
learn how to create personal value and significance, and develop thought-provoking and changeenabling discussions. Everything is geared towards one thing: making you the most successful
salesperson possible.
Based on the inherent belief that it’s the salesperson that makes the biggest difference in delivering
successful outcomes, this book will provide you with a step-by-step guide to becoming the Credible
Expert in your market. By following its methodology, you will stand out, create more opportunities,
and deliver business success.
ISBN: 978-1-911121-20-6 | Published 18 October 2016 | 206 pages | Paperback £14.99

Tangerines and Pies: The Story of the 2015/16 Football
Season for Blackpool and Wigan | Steve Leach
In May 2015, Blackpool and Wigan Athletic hit rock bottom.
Premiership clubs until recently, both experienced
traumatic seasons complete with pitch invasions,
abandoned games, and - all too often – hard-to-swallow
defeats. Their Chairmen received F.A. bans for racist
remarks and defamatory texts, whilst managers were hired
and fired. Descent from the Championship to Division One
was inevitable.
How does a club come back from such dire fortunes and
could the 2015-16 season mark a new chapter? Would one,
or both, clubs bounce back into the Championship at the
first time of asking, or would they experience a further fall
from grace into the murky depths of Division Two?
Tangerines and Pies tells the remarkable story of these former northern powerhouses of football:
from the bleak beginnings of the season’s start, though the roller-coaster ride that followed, to two
very different outcomes. Capturing football life from the coal-face, author Steve Leach brings to life
each club’s journey through Division One.
The book contains match reports from Bloomfield Road and the DW Stadium, as well as away games
against rivals including Oldham, Bury, Rochdale, Crewe and Burton. It also details the significant
events off the field including the on-going conflict between the Oystons and the Blackpool
Supporters Trust, and the emergence at Wigan of David Sharpe as the youngest chairman in Football
League history. Unearthing the essence of each club, Steve wanders the streets of Blackpool and
Wigan, talks to local journalists and fanzine editors, joins a protest march, and finds himself on a
packed terrace at Burton Albion with a mass of Wigan supporters for a crunch late-season game.
Tangerines and Pies invites you to accompany Steve on his season-long journey which chronicles the
highs and the lows, and the Tangerines and Pies invites you to accompany Steve on his season-long
journey which chronicles the highs and the lows, and the moments of comedy, tragedy, heroism and
farce involved in the attempts of these two famous clubs to cope with, and emerge unscathed from,
life in Division One.
978-1-910515-55-6 | Published 13 October 2016 | paperback 238 pp | £9.99

The Laurel and Hardy Legacy: Sitcom Stars Talk Stan and
Ollie | Barry Brophy

Laurel and Hardy are one of the finest comedy acts to
have graced our screens. From their Foreign Legion
campaign in Beau Hunks to their improvised song and
dance routines in Way Out West, their comic genius is
known, loved, and celebrated by viewers of all ages
across the world. In turn, their influence on other
comedies has been profound. British sitcoms abound
with Oliver-Hardy-like idiots – who don’t realise
they’re idiots – such as: David Brent, Basil Fawlty,
Harold Steptoe and Father Ted; as well as their StanLaurel-like sidekicks: Gareth Keenan, Manuel, Albert
Steptoe and Dougal.
Many people in comedy today are heavily influenced
by a black-and-white double-act who made their best
films 80 years ago. The Laurel and Hardy
Legacy traces the impact of Stan and Ollie, and offers reflective insights into fundamental
comedy questions. Why were Laurel and Hardy’s features not as good as their shorts, and
why are film versions of sitcoms never as good as the originals? Why do sitcoms have studio
audiences and how did Laurel and Hardy fine-tune their films for the cinema audiences they
couldn’t see? Why do actors like Oliver Hardy, not comedians, so often play the lead roles in
sitcoms?
Based on a series of exclusive interviews with some of the top comic actors and writers of the
last 30 years, this book looks at the immense comic legacy of Laurel and Hardy. Stephen
Merchant, Richard Wilson, Bruce Forsyth, Ray Galton and Alan Simpson, Tony Robinson,
Barry Cryer, Ardal O’Hanlon, Graham Linehan, John Dunsworth, Nigel Planer and Andrew
Sachs all talk about their love of Laurel and Hardy and how they influenced their own work.
From Blackadder and The Young Ones, to Hancock’s Half-Hour and One Foot in the Grave,
The Laurel and Hardy Legacy is a fascinating insight into the hidden workings of comedy.
ISBN: 978-1-911121-17-6 | Published 12 October 2016 | 136 pages | Paperback £8.99

Winning Your Players through Trust, Loyalty, and Respect |
DeAngelo Wiser
(Amazon.com)

In order to develop the best soccer players, who can
achieve their very best in the game, a coach needs to instill
three central qualities: Trust, Loyalty, and Respect.
Without them, your words have no meaning and lack the
power to inspire your players to reach new
heights; with them, your team gains the ability and
motivation to over-achieve.
Coach DeAngelo Wiser is a soccer coach with more than
20 years' experience of working with high school players,
during which time he has gathered District and Regional
Titles, and Coach of the Year honors. InWinning
Your Players, he offers accumulated wisdom, insight, and
solutions garnered from years of developing players and working with them in competitive
environments at key moments. His methods of building Trust, Loyalty, and Respect, give
every coach the ability to have a positive impact in practice, the game, and - more
importantly - in life.
Knowing the best way to navigate and deal with challenges is the key to relating to your
players. Wiser’s emphasis on the role of decision making through
consistency, character, and integrity are what makes this book essential in every coach’s
career.
Chapters include:
> Do You Trust Your Players?
> Eight Moments a Coach’s Impact will never be Greater
> Can you handle the Truth?
> Over-coaching… can you hear it?
> ...and more
Winning Your Players offers a clear pathway for coaches who want to develop and nurture
talent to the best of their abilities, and gives insight into situations that require strong
leadership at key moments with your team. In those moments we need every resource
possible to clearly do what’s best for our team. Winning Your Players is a must during those
times.
Publication date: October 3 2016 | ISBN: 9781910773307 | Paperback 148pp £9.99

Deliberate Soccer Practice: 50 Attacking Football Exercises
to Improve Decision-Making | Ray Power

In soccer, attacking sessions are loved by players. The
chance to be creative, attack, and score goals is hugely
prized by players at all levels of the game.
The final piece of soccer is creating and scoring goals,
and it has the reputation of being the most difficult part
of the game - not many other sports can commonly
offer results that do not involve a single goal or point
being scored.
Many coaching sessions are flawed when it comes to
linking attacking practices to the actual game of football. Too often players are placed in
queues, waiting their turn, before dribbling around a static, predictable line of cones and
shooting from a fixed position. The Attacking edition of The Deliberate Soccer Practice
series attempts to address this by evoking the concept of real game 'returns.' Utilising the
exercises in this book, players will learn how to finish, the intricacies of forward play, and
how to develop attacking skills in a purposeful way - all within the context of what they will
face on game day. Most of all, the players will love them!
Aimed at football coaches of all levels, but with a particular emphasis on coaches who work
with youth players, 50 Attacking Football Exercises to Improve Decision-Making is
comprised of 50 practices, and carefully designed to be adaptable to suit the needs of the
players you work with. The exercises will challenge them and give them real-world decisions
to make.
ISBN: 9781910515600 | Published 25 September 2016 | 118 pages | £10.99

Play Like Pep Guardiola's Barcelona: A Soccer Coach's
Guide | Agustín Peraita

dominate the opposition further.

The four seasons that Josep ‘Pep’ Guardiola spent in
charge of the first team at FC Barcelona saw a period
of extraordinary football supremacy delivered through
tactical richness, ball retention, and player skill.
Indeed, for many, the Barça side of 2009-2010 is held
up as one of the great teams of modern football: a
team that played a possession-based game which
bamboozled opponents and delighted soccer lovers
around the world. Every few months you could
observe the team reinventing itself on the blackboard
and on the field, constantly striving to improve and

Written by Agustín Peraita, FCBEscola Project Director at Sao Paulo FC Barcelona, this
book is for soccer coaches looking to understand and implement Pep Guardiola’s tactical
approach and coaching methodology for that 2009-2010 Barça side. Containing more than 50
illustrations, detailing on-field drills, Principles/Subprinciples/Sub-SubPrinciples, tactical
diagrams and weekly planning schedules, this practical and to-the-point book focuses
explicitly on the preseason period as it lays the foundation for how a team will train, play,
and perform over the season. Indeed, regular season training is simply a continuation of
everything a team learns and implements during this phase, based on the playing schedule
and other resources at a coach’s disposal. The playing philosophy, model of play, associated
drills, and weekly training schedule are implemented from day one that the squad assembles.
“Play Like Pep Guardiola's Barcelona: A Soccer Coach's Guide” provides a theoretical base
alongside practical guidance for coaches (even if they do not have elite players such as Lionel
Messi, Xavi, and Andrés Iniesta) to develop the ‘play’ that Guardiola developed during his
second season at Barça. Incorporating detailed discussion of the Model of Play, Tactical
Periodization, the four phases of the game, positional play, and more, a methodological
framework is presented that can be used to train almost any proficient football team whether
amateur, semi-professional or professional.
The book's foreword is by Ray Power, the author of the acclaimed football coaching
books Making The Ball Roll: A Complete Guide to Youth Football for the Aspiring Soccer
Coach, Soccer Tactics 2014: What The World Cup Taught Us, and The Deliberate Soccer
Practice books.
Important Note: “Play Like Pep Guardiola's Barcelona: A Soccer Coach's Guide” is the
English translation of “Quiero que mi equipo juegue como el F.C.Barcelona de Guardiola
(Preparacion Futbolistica)” – the acclaimed Spanish book from 2015. In an effort to remain
true to the original version, the English version retains the source book’s depth and
complexity which can, at times, make it a challenging read; a certain level of effort and
concentration from the reader will be rewarded however. In turn, to get the very most from
the book, readers should have a solid grasp of modern football coaching principles. The book
provides a rewarding and high value resource for the contemporary soccer coach who wishes
to play like Pep Guardiola’s Barcelona.
Published 22nd September 2016 ISBN: 9781910515631 | Published 22 September 2016 |
104pp | Paperback

Soccer Roy: First Team | Gary Curneen
Do you remember the boy called Soccer Roy?
Who loved the beautiful game?
Well one year on, he's a little bigger,
But his passion is still the same!
Day and night he thinks of soccer,
And playing is his dream,
So after all that practicing,
He wanted to join a real team.
About The Book: The sequel to Soccer Roy: First
Touch. Gary and Erin Curneen wrote their first
children’s book to forever honor their son Roy, who
lived a brief life, and to give back to the hospital that gave them three weeks with their baby
boy. Erin gave birth to Roy on December 3, 2014, and he was immediately taken into the care
of Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, due to a congenital diaphragmatic hernia. Even though
Roy could not be saved, Gary and Erin were overwhelmed by the care that their son received
and felt a strong urge to give back in some way. Their hope is that Roy’s memory can forever
make a difference in the lives of children. All profits received from this book will be donated
to Children’s Hospital Los Angeles.
ISBN: 978-1910515624 | Published 1 October 2016 | Paperback £6.99

The Hidden Motor: The Psychology of Cycling | Martijn
Veltkamp

Cycling is one of the world’s great sports. From The
Tour de France to the Paris-Roubaix to velodromes
across the globe, it encompasses many disciplines: from
climbing mountains to massed sprints to the loneliness
of the time trial.
But what separates race winners from the nearly men?
Top cyclists are physically similar, train the right way,
eat the right things, and yet there is something that
separates them. It’s their hidden engine – not a secret
mechanical aid - but what’s between their ears that
makes the difference.
In this superbly-researched and accessible book for fans of cycling, psychologist and cycling
author Martijn Veltkamp gets to the heart of the supremely demanding and challenging sport
of professional cycling, and the mental side of performance that drives success. He addresses
fundamental questions in an easy-to-read way, including: what motivates riders and how does
motivation affect performance? Where does a rider’s fear of descending originate from, and
how do you get rid of it? Why do some cyclists succumb under pressure, whilst others do
not? Why is cycling on your own mentally more challenging than when in a group?
Written for connoisseurs of cycling, but equally rewarding for general readers, the book
examines cycling from the viewpoint of classic psychological studies, and stage and race
histories, as well as interviews with former professional riders. The Hidden Motor is a mustread book for anyone who wants to know all about this most exceptional of sports.
This book is the English language translation of De Verborgen Motor, originally published in
The Netherlands in 2015.
Published 5th September 2016 | ISBN-13: 978-1911121114 | 180pp - 60,000 words - £11.99

Colin Oates Judo: Groundwork | Colin Oates & Howard
Oates

Whether your sport is Judo, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu,
Wrestling or MMA, the skill and art of Newaza
(Groundwork) should be studied in depth.
"Colin Oates Judo: Groundwork" highlights the basic
drills required by the novice, to the more complex
moves used by experienced groundwork
practitioners. With the aid of over 180 photographs,
this easy-to-read and practical book explains
turnovers, hold downs, arm bars and strangles and
also describes the practical application of such moves
in contest situations. Readers will learn 'what to do' and 'what not to do' in certain positions
on the ground. There is also a section that describes the rules and how to approach
groundwork-only competitions, as well as providing insight as to what the referees and
officials are looking for when a contest goes to ground.
Published 15th July 2016 | 978-1910773369 | £10.99 | 122 pages

Growing Pains: Brentford FC's 2015/16 Season |Greville
Waterman

The 2014/15 season saw newly-promoted Brentford
FC reach the Championship playoffs and come
within a whisker of the Premier League. However, it
was also a season that ended in controversy with
highly successful Manager Mark Warburton leaving
the club and the club’s management structure being
remodelled to mix traditional scouting tools with
mathematical models and statistics.
Brentford were subjected to a stream of scorn and
criticism from a football world which did not
understand what was happening at the club.
Everyone outside the club waited for Brentford to fall flat on their face.
What would happen over the 2015/16 season? Would the Bees maintain their progress and
success, would they fall into mediocrity, or would they return to Division One? The answer
was a rollercoaster season with initial lows, an impressive recovery, more lows and – finally
– a highly impressive spurt which saw them finish in a creditable ninth place in the
Championship. A remarkable outcome to a year in the toughest and most remorseless football
league in Europe, and one where the Bees regularly came up against teams that dwarfed them
in terms of tradition, income and resources.
In Growing Pains, long-established supporter, blogger and author Greville Waterman
continues the tale begun in Ahead Of The Game. Mixing articles from his acclaimed
blog, BFC Talk, with extensive new content, Greville offers an insightful, entertaining and
fascinating journey into Brentford’s year.
Incorporating the tale of three Head Coaches, never-ending injuries, the embarrassment
of Pitchgate, selling star players due to Financial Fair Play, and becoming the top-ranked
London club outside the Premier League, this book is essential reading for all Brentford fans.
It includes guest contributions from insiders and experts such as Matthew Benham, Cliff
Crown, Phil Giles, Phil Parry, Billy Reeves, Tom Moore and Jim Levack.
The 2015/16 season might well have seen some Growing Pains but the future for the club is
bright and exciting.
ISBN: 978-1910515150 | 394 pages A4 | Published 15 June 2016 | £18.99

The Modern Soccer Coach: Pre-Season Training | Gary
Curneen

When it comes to building successful soccer teams, preseason is a critical time. It’s the perfect time for the
coach to create a team identity, set standards, develop
effective training habits, and reinforce winning
behaviors. Get it right and you can set the foundation
required to catapult your team towards an excellent
season. Get it wrong, however, and your season might
never recover.
This book looks at how pre-season has changed over the
past 10 years, and offers ways for coaches to adapt their
work and methods to deal with these changes
accordingly. Pre-season is about much more than fitness testing, long-distance running, and
grueling physical work. “The Modern Soccer Coach – Pre-Season Training” looks at new,
innovative ways to engage players so that they want to train at the maximum every day, and
push towards new limits for the new season ahead.
Aimed at soccer coaches of all levels who work with players of all age groups, this book
focuses on maximizing every minute you have with your team to help them prepare to set the
highest of standards for the season ahead. The book offers a unique insight into how the best
coaches in the world are preparing their teams from day one.
With over 60 training exercises designed specifically to challenge your players to their
maximum physically, technically, tactically, and mentally, this is pre-season training like you
have never seen it before.
> Design a tactical model that suits your team specifically
> Create a winning culture centered around hard work and commitment
> Understand common coaching mistakes and how to avoid them
> Develop training exercises designed to meet the demands of the game
> Learn how to coach players who do not prepare well
> Contains more than 60 pre-season training exercises
Published June 6th 2016 | ISBN: 978-1910515303 | Paperback 176 pages | £11.99

Soccer Training Blueprints: 15 Ready-to-Run Sessions for
Outstanding Attacking Play | James Jordan

Are you a busy coach and time is tight? Would you like to
get hands on with ready-to-use session templates quickly?
Then this book is for you! Minimizing jargon and looking
to maximize the limited contact time you have with your
players, Soccer Training Blueprints is a must-read
practical book for coaches of all levels.
Utilising a game-based approach to soccer – where
individuals actually play games rather than growing old in
semi-static drills – author James Jordan offers 15 detailed
session plans (comprised of 75 cutting-edge exercises) to
help coaches develop attacking mindsets and improved
skills in their players, and, most of all, nurture a love for soccer.
Through his approach, James has won six High School State Championships and one Classic
1 Boys' Club Championship over the past decade.
Aimed at coaches of both young male and female players, from 5-18 years of age, and
adaptable depending on age group and skill set, Soccer Training Blueprints combines gamebased soccer concepts with contemporary ideas from educational research on training and
preparation to develop players who can think for themselves, execute their skills, and work to
a plan. This is not about coaches standing on the touchlines yelling at their youngsters – this
is about developing footballers to love and play the game as best they can!
What the book offers:
> A specific topic (e.g., creating opportunities from wide areas).
> A detailed overview of the session including instructions on setting up the playing field,
what players need to do, and scoring outcomes.
> What players will learn from the session.
> Coaching points for the session.
> Guided discovery questions.
Please Note: This is the sister book to The Volunteer Soccer Coach. If you already have a
copy of that book, please do not purchase this one.
ISBN: 978-1910773321 | May 27th 2016 | Paperback: 134 pages | £8.99

Wolfram Wars: Exposing The Secret Battle in Portugal | Rod
Ashley

Wolfram – also known as Tungsten – is about more than
electric light bulbs. Its more deadly claim-to-fame rests
in its armour-piercing qualities.
During WWII, Wolfram was in great demand with both
the Allies and Axis powers who scoured the globe for
the precious material; indeed, they deployed huge
resources to secure supplies whilst simultaneously doing
their best to sabotage and undermine one another.
The greatest beneficiary from these shadowy dealings
was Portugal, a neutral country, under the control of the
mercurial António de Oliveira Salazar. The sudden surge in demand created great wealth and
bustling ‘gold rush towns’ deep in Portugal’s remote mountainous interior, but threatened to
undermine Salazar’s grand vision for his country.
Wolfram Wars examines the role of Portugal in the Wolfram trade, alongside the exploits
of its British, American and German customers. It takes in the glitz and glamour of wartime
Lisbon, the mischievous dealings of intelligence services, and includes some of WWII’s most
interesting spies – spies with code names such as Garbo, Tricycle, and Treasure. A certain
young intelligence officer and creator of James Bond – Ian Fleming – also has a role to play.
Appealing to connoisseurs of WWII history, Wolfram Wars is a story that offers adventure,
intrigue and espionage, and a fascinating insight into this little-known but hugely important
aspect to the war.
Published 6 May 2016 | 978-1911121077 | 160 pages Paperback £9.99

Just Carry On Breathing | Gary Marson

Gary Marson’s world collapsed in seconds when he
returned home from work to find his wife – Louise – a
gifted and much-loved doctor, had taken her life at the age
of just 40.
Just Carry On Breathing is a powerful, raw, touching and
insightful account of Gary’s subsequent journey through
the first year of widowhood. It follows his attempts to deal
with his overwhelming grief, adjust to the daily realities of
his loss, make sense of the tragedy of suicide, and begin
the task of rebuilding his life.
The book explores the universal emotions and issues
facing widows and widowers and suicide survivors,
including confusion, exhaustion, guilt, numbness, and anger. As the year progresses, Gary
touches on topics ranging from faith, remembrance, his changing sense of self, mental illness
and the bravery of suicide to the practical aspects of bereavement such as the empty bed, the
loss of sex, dealing with his wife’s possessions, and holidaying alone. It bears witness to a
story which is as much about love and hope as grief and mourning; a story of the resilience of
the human spirit in the face of tragedy and loss and, ultimately, one which holds open the
possibility of adjustment, recovery, and new life.
Inspired by Gary’s acclaimed blog, and incorporating new and expanded material, unique to
the book, Just Carry On Breathing is an essential read for anybody who has lost their partner,
particularly at a young age, or been bereaved by suicide, and for those who want to
understand the experience of others in these positions.
All the author's royalties will be donated to the Louise Tebboth Foundation and WAY
Widowed and Young.
Published 25 April 2016, 978-1911121084, 216pp Paperback, £12.99, Kindle and other
eBook versions available

Deliberate Soccer Practice: 50 Defending Football Exercises
to Improve Decision-Making | Ray Power

We are told that the art of defending is dying. We are
told that even large academies neglect it, as it is not
'technical' enough.
Based on the concept of Deliberate Practice, and
extensive recent research into talent development, this
book shows the coach how to organize and deliver
effective exercises that teach players how to defend in
all situations. With sound principles and an easy-tounderstand approach, this book will help you teach your
players to defend effectively by absorbing them
physically and mentally in the challenges of defending.
Aimed at football coaches of all levels, but with a particular emphasis on coaches who work
with youth players, 50 Defending Football Exercises to Improve Decision-Making is
comprised of 10 Individual Defending Practices, 10 Small Group Practices, 10 PositionSpecific Practices, 14 Single-Sided Games, and 6 Scenario-Based Practices. They are
carefully designed to be adaptable to suit the needs of the players you work with; to challenge
them and give them decisions to make. The sessions look to make soccer complex and
realistically difficult – no passing in queues from one cone to the next with no interference.
Crucially, the exercises offer a means to accelerate player development effectively and
enjoyably.
Published January 2016 | 978-1909125780 | 116 pages [A4] print | $13.99

Tragic Magic: The Life of Traffic's Chris Wood | Dan
Ropek

Traffic was the most enigmatic British band of their
day. Formed in early 1967 by Chris Wood, Steve
Winwood, Jim Capaldi and Dave Mason, they
rejected the bright lights of London, in favor of a
run-down, supposedly haunted, cottage in the
country – a place to live communally and write
music.
With Chris especially intent on channeling the vibes
of England’s landscape into their sound, days would
be spent getting high, exploring, playing and
working in varying proportions. Against all odds this eccentric model paid off – songs such
as “Dear Mr. Fantasy” and “John Barleycorn Must Die” would lift Traffic into the upper
echelons of the rock world.
As they brushed shoulders with Jimi Hendrix, The Beatles and the Grateful Dead, and with
Dave dropping in and out of the band, Traffic’s music evolved from a synthesis of Steve’s
innate musicality, Jim’s atmospheric lyrics and Chris’s special brand of congenial mysticism.
Record sales boomed and tours carried them back and forth across the Atlantic, everything
seemed to be going to plan – a dreamlike fairy tale come true.
But for Chris, a toll would be exacted.
Amid the clashing egos, wearing road trips, stressful break ups and a complex personal life,
he vacillated precariously between bursts of exquisite creativity and torrents of selfdestruction; a paradoxical dance which continued until his death in 1983. For a man who
found artistic expression everything, and for whom suffering for it was an expectation, Chris
would stare fully into the Medusa’s face of the music industry, paying a higher price than
perhaps any of his contemporaries.
Researched and written over a ten-year period, “Tragic Magic” offers the only definitive
account of Traffic’s story and Chris Wood’s quietly extraordinary life.
Published January 2016 | 978-1910773192 | 376 pages | £16.99

Soccer Tough 2: Advanced Psychology Techniques for
Footballers | Dan Abrahams

Global soccer psychologist Dan Abrahams is back
with a follow up to his groundbreaking, international
bestseller Soccer Tough.
In Soccer Tough 2: Advanced Psychology
Techniques for Footballers Dan introduces soccer
players to more cutting edge tools and techniques to
help them develop the game of their dreams.
Soccer Tough 2 is split into four sections – Practice,
Prepare, Perform, and Progress and Dan’s goal is
simple – to help players train better, prepare more thoroughly, perform with greater
consistency and progress faster.
Each section offers readers an assortment of development strategies and game philosophies
that bring the psychology of soccer to life. They are techniques that have been proven on
pitches and with players right across the world.
Like the original Soccer Tough, this book has been designed to be readable, accessible, and
no-nonsense. Every chapter is short, engaging and packed full of stories from some of the
best men and women soccer players in the world today.
Published December 1st 2015, 978-1910515013, 190pp, £13.99

How to Have a Baby and Not Lose Your Shit | Kirsty Smith

So you're having a baby! Congratulations! Have you
started panicking yet?
How to Have a Baby and Not Lose your Shit is for women
who want to start a family but are not sure quite how ‘into’
babies they are. Women who have no intention of ever
making their own Play-Doh (yes, that’s a thing). Women
who think that babies are a teeny, weeny bit boring.
Appealing to new and expectant mums (as well as existing
mothers who will identify with many of the experiences!)
this is not a book about surviving parenting: having a baby is not an ordeal it's a brilliant lifeaffirming experience. This book is about enjoying parenting but acknowledging its
challenges, about how you can love your children to the moon and back but still not like
having fingers that smell of poo.
If you want to know how looking after a toddler is basically just like that time your mate got
dumped and went on a six-month bender, or why holding a baby at a wedding and
immediately wanting to swap it for a glass of champagne doesn’t mean you’re not ready for
motherhood (it just means there is champagne) - this is the book for you. It answers the real
questions modern women have about parenting. Can I wipe bottoms and still kick-ass? What
if all the other mums are really, really boring? Is it okay to Google the answers to everything?
Written by a mum of two who thinks her children are wonderful but wishes they could be
wonderful in a quieter, tidier, less annoying way, this book is a funny, insightful, and honest
account of being at home with babies and small children and all the wondrous things that
entails: like carrying a pot of dead bees in your handbag and trying to source ice cubes that
aren’t ‘too cold’.
It won't make your baby sleep through the night, or cure colic, but it will make you laugh
when you've been up all night… which is the next best thing.
Published November 30th 2015 | 978-1-911121-04-6 | Paperback 170pp £9.99

Bendelow and Kidd's Dictionary of Football | Ian
Bendelow, Jamie Kidd

Over time, the language of football has developed
into something quite unrecognisable, a melting pot of
hyperbole, idioms and exaggeration. Many of
football’s terms would be seen as bizarre in any other
walk of life; a doctor would never diagnose a patient
with having the dreaded metatarsal, and only
commentators seem to feel the need to tell us who
was at number one the last time a team won at a
certain ground.
Join Bendelow and Kidd as they produce a
barnstorming run through some of the best-loved
(depending on how you look at it) phrases and sayings which come out of the mouths of
players, managers, pundits, journalists and of course, the fans.
From trigger happy chairmen to the want-away striker, football offers us a unique language
which can be amusing, and at other times simply infuriating. That’s right, the lads really did
give it 110% out there today, as they silenced the boo boys, in the relegation six-pointer.
A book which will make readers laugh out loud, nod your head in agreement, and hopefully
offer a few surprises, Bendelow and Kidd’s Dictionary of Football should have its place on
every true football fan’s bookshelf.
Published November 2015 | ISBN-13: 9781910773123 | 262 print pages | £10.99

Youth Soccer Development: Progressing the Person to
Improve the Player | Noel Dempsey

In recent times, it has become clear that many aspects
of traditional youth football coaching and development
need to change. In an ever-changing world, driven by
progress in education, societal shifts, the internet and
social media, and reduced contact time with actual
footballs - coaches need to adapt too.
In "Youth Soccer Development", football coach Noel
Dempsey examines where coaching has come from and
where it is heading. Offering insights into how English
football has developed, coaching methods, 'talent' in
youngsters, and how a player's entire environment needs to be considered in coaching
programmes - this book offers many touchpoints for coaches who want to advance their
thinking and their coaching.
Leaving specific onfield drills and exercises to other books, "Youth Soccer Development"
digs deep into 'nature versus nature', players' core beliefs, confidence, motivation, and much
more. Advocating that to improve the player, you must improve the person, Dempsey puts
forward a case for coaches to be realistic with their players, ensure that they work positively
across all facets of their lives - especially education - and to instil a mindset that leads to
players being the best person they can be.
By creating better people you are more likely to create better players.
Published November 2015 | ISBN 978-1910773130 | 150pp paperback | $19.99 / £11.99

Voices from the Explosion: RAF Fauld, the World's
Largest Accidental Blast, 1944 | Valerie Hardy

The story, told for the first time from eyewitness accounts,
of the world’s largest manmade pre-nuclear explosion. It
happened at R.A.F. Fauld bomb store on 27th November
1944 and killed 70 people. The author’s family farm was
damaged in the blast but the family survived.
Neighbouring friends, and their farm, disappeared forever.
Today, a massive crater survives as a lasting reminder of
the nearly 4,000 tons of bombs and shells that blew up,
registering on seismographs as far away as Casablanca. Six million gallons of reservoir water
turned 90 feet of solid earth falling from the sky into mud, which engulfed a plaster works
and its workers.
In this fascinating and expertly researched book, author Valerie Hardy crafts a compelling
and unforgettable read. Bringing eyewitness stories together, the tragedy is relived and
provides an extraordinary insight into the disaster that unfolded that winter morning.
Published November 2015 | 978-1-911121-03-9 | Paperback | 168pp | £14.99

I've Got a Stat For You: My Life With Autism | Andrew

Edwards

At the age of four, Andrew Edwards was diagnosed with
autism. “Go home and watch Rain Man,” the specialist told
his mother. “In all probability your son will be
institutionalised.” Determined to prove the specialist
wrong, Andrew's mother set out to give her son the best life
possible.
I’ve got a Stat for You is an honest and compelling account
of one young man’s journey to manage his autism and
achieve his goals. Raised in a single parent household and encountering bureaucracy,
bullying, and a lack of understanding from many around him, Andrew emerged from a
turbulent childhood to win a Welsh National Young Volunteer Award, give speeches on his
condition, and secure his dream job as a statistician at Manchester United Television.
From Wrexham to Buckingham Palace, and incorporating stories of The Simpsons, sport,
music, and strange smells – I’ve got a Stat for You is a powerful and inspirational tale that
shows how determination, a positive outlook, and the will to succeed can overcome all odds!
Published 29 October 2015 | ISBN: 978-1-911121-00-8 | 170 pages (paperback) | £9.99 /
$16.99

FIFA Football: The Story Behind The Video Game Sensation |

Lee Price

EA's most beautiful game – the FIFA series – has proved a
global success. It has sold a record-breaking number of
copies, garnered numerous plaudits and awards, and
established itself as the leading sports title on the market.
But it almost never was.
Back in 1993, when the Premier League was still in its
infancy, the Champions League a new-fangled term, and
Lionel Messi had just started to kick a ball, EA Sports took a punt on the FIFA license for
their first 'soccer' game. But, with the World Cup rights secured by a rival ahead of USA 94,
bigwigs at the Canada-based firm started to fret that FIFA International Soccer would flop,
and almost pulled the plug on what would become a seminal release. Instead, the game
confounded all expectations and – despite being released in December – became the bestselling game of the year. EA had unwittingly stumbled upon a diamond.
In FIFA Football, author Lee Price explores the history of the series including its gameplay
and unique isometric camera angle, the battle with Pro Evolution Soccer for gaming
supremacy, and the hi-tech software used to put together FIFA 16 – a release which includes
women’s teams for the first time. It’s a series which continues to innovate and exhilarate.
The book includes exclusive contributions from key figures in the FIFA story as well as
behind-the-scenes insights from EA's HQ in Vancouver. It also details the futuristic headscanning process that captures the players you love, the world of FUT, YouTubers,
competitive gaming, soundtracks, FIFA’s spinoffs, and so much more.
Published September 22nd 2015 | 978-1-910515-39-6 | 204pp | Full Colour | £12.99

The Bundesliga Blueprint: How Germany became the Home of
Football | Lee Price

German Football is on a roll: winners of the 2014 World
Cup, club sides leading the way in Europe, a production line
of superb talent coming through the system. Yet, fifteen
years ago – at Euro 2000 – it was all so different. Germany
suffered one of their most humiliating tournament exits as
dismal performances saw them finish bottom of their group
with just one point… Immediately, the German FA set about
fixing things. And rather than fudging matters, they
introduced a raft of major changes designed to return
German football to its sporting pinnacle in just 10 years.
In this entertaining, fascinating, and superbly-researched book, sportswriter Lee Price
explores German football’s 10-year plan. A plan that forced clubs to invest in youth, limit the
number of foreign players in teams, build success without debt, and much more. The
Bundesliga Blueprint details how German fans part-own and shape their clubs, how football
is affordable, and the value of beer and a good sausage on match days. The book includes
interviews from Michael Ballack, Jens Nowotny and Christoph Kramer, and the movers-andshakers behind Germany’s leading clubs including Schalke, Dortmund, and Paderborn. There
is no doubt that German football is the envy of many nations. There is no doubt that, thanks
to them, lessons should be learned by everyone else.
Published 14 August 2015 | ISBN-13: 978-1-910515-32-7 | 184 print pages | £9.99

Alison Nicholas: Walking Tall | Madeleine Winnett

Alison Nicholas, MBE, is one of Great Britain’s most
successful golfers. In a professional career spanning more
than 20 years, she claimed 18 tournament wins including the
British Open, topped the Ladies European Tour Order of
Merit and, in 1997, won the most prestigious championship
in golf – the US Open. Her aggregate ten-under-par total
was, at the time, the lowest recorded in the history of the
championship and led to her becoming The Sunday Times
Sportswoman of the Year, and the LET Players' Player of
the Year.
In turn, Alison is well known for her Solheim Cup exploits. She played in six, and captained
the European team to a famous victory at Killeen Castle in 2011. Images of the team
celebrating in front of the windswept castle have become iconic.
In this candid and entertaining book, Alison explores her years on both the LET and LPGA
Tours, the ups and downs, her tournament records, her faith, and – of course – the Solheim
Cup. Filled with anecdotes from the other side of the ropes, behind-the-scenes insights, and
images from her private photo collection, the book charts the hard work, focus, attitude and
good times that led to Alison Nicholas Walking Tall.
Published 3rd August 2015 | ISBN: 978-1-910515-16-7 | Print and eBook formats | £12.99 |
272 pages

Worst in the World: International Football at the
Bottom of the FIFA Rankings | Aidan Williams

The fate of sporting underdogs has long stirred the passions
of many a follower. There is something pleasing about
watching apparently ‘ordinary’ people taking on the sporting
elite. Teachers, accountants, fishermen and waiters – they
play for the love of football and the pride in their nation.
For footballing countries stuck at the bottom of FIFA’s
world rankings – life can be hard. Sporadic fixtures against
far better equipped sides can be a soul-destroying enterprise
with frequent defeat, sometimes bordering on humiliation, the regular outcome for these
teams and their players. But when that positive result finally arrives, it can mean so much:
unbridled joy, national glory, and even… redemption.
In Worst in the World, Aidan Williams looks at the national teams at the wrong end, so to
speak, of FIFA’s rankings. In doing so, he brings attention to those nations whose footballing
aspirations lie not in trophies or even qualification, but simply in the love of the game and the
pride of representing their country.
978-1-910515-17-4 | Published 5 August 2015 | 164pp | £8.99

Soccer Roy: First Touch | Gary Curneen

Please let me introduce you,
To a joyful baby boy,
With big blue eyes and a welcoming smile,
He goes by the name of Roy.
Roy had tried many toys,
Ever since he learned to crawl,
But his playtime changed forever,
When he saw a soccer ball.
About The Book: Gary and Erin Curneen wrote this children’s book to forever honor their son Roy,
who lived a brief life, and to give back to the hospital that gave them three weeks with their baby
boy. Erin gave birth to Roy on December 3, 2014, and he was immediately taken into the care of
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, due to a congenital diaphragmatic hernia. Even though Roy could
not be saved, Gary and Erin were overwhelmed by the care that their son received and felt a strong
urge to give back in some way. Their hope is that Roy’s memory can forever make a difference in the
lives of children. All profits received from this book will be donated to Children’s Hospital Los
Angeles.
ISBN: 978-1-910515-37-2 | Published 20 July 2015 | Paperback £5.99

Deliberate Soccer Practice: 50 Passing & Possession
Football Exercises to Improve Decision-Making | Ray
Power

The ‘Deliberate Soccer Practice’ series shows coaches how
to evolve their coaching sessions. It aims to ensure that
players are ‘cognitively engaged’, with all players involved
all of the time. It is about offering exercises which have
players actively making regular contact with the ball,
making decisions, changing decisions depending on what is
happening, and moving to adapt to what the ball and other
players are doing. That is the real game after all!
Aimed at football coaches of all levels, but with a particular emphasis on coaches who work
with youth players, 50 Passing & Possession Football Exercises to Improve Decision-Making
is comprised of 20 Technical Practices and 30 Possession Practices. They are carefully
designed to be adaptable to suit the needs of the players you work with; to challenge them
and give them decisions to make. The sessions look to make soccer complex and realistically
difficult – no passing in queues from one cone to the next with no interference. Crucially, the
exercises offer a means to accelerate player development effectively and enjoyably.
Published May 18th 2015 | 978-1910515310 | 88 pages [A4] print | $11.99

A Round In My Mind: The Golfer and The Sport
Psychologist on The Jubilee Course at St. Andrews |
Mark Wilson and Paul McCarthy

In this unique book on golf improvement, follow the
fictional account of Chris Marriott, a 4-handicap golfer, as
he plays a round of golf on the Jubilee Course at St Andrews
– accompanied by a sport psychologist, James MacAndrew.
As each hole presents its challenges, Chris and James
discuss their experiences of golf and Chris begins to
understand what is holding him back from shooting lower
scores and, equally importantly, better enjoying his golf!
Written by real-life sport psychologists Paul McCarthy and Mark Wilson, the book covers
themes such as emotional control, decision-making, ego versus ability, removing selfimposed limitations, and controlling processes better. By the end of the book, readers will
understand how to challenge and address the issues in their golf game that are hindering
them.
9781910773109 | Published May 17, 2015 | 112 pages | £8.99

AKs and Lollipops: Inside The Syrian Conflict | Paddy Vipond

Since the spring of 2011 Syria has been a country intent on
destroying itself. What began as peaceful demonstrations,
against the leadership of President Bashar al-Assad, soon
became a national uprising to overthrow the dictator. With
millions displaced, and hundreds of thousands dead, it is a
humanitarian disaster on a scale the world has not seen in
decades. In the midst of this turmoil, Paddy Vipond, a young
British volunteer, ventured across the border from Turkey to
see the situation for himself, and to help those that were
suffering.
This honest and insightful account of the short time he spent in Syria is a thought-provoking
and candid look at a world many of us have turned our backs on. Armed with nothing but a
pen and paper, and in the company of a man he had met the day before, Paddy embarked on a
journey that would change his life forever.
Detailing remarkable stories, and written with warmth and humour, AKs and Lollipops places
us alongside Paddy as he parties with Free Syrian Army soldiers, rides tanks with northern
rebels, and gets bombed by Assad’s military. From his initial illegal entry into the country,
right up to his final encounter with ISIS, Paddy paints a picture which is truly impossible to
ignore.
Published 15 May 2015 | ISBN-13: 9781910515006 | 220 print pages | £9.99

The New Teacher Survival Guide: An A-Z for the Primary School
Teacher | Jamie Austin

Teachers are about to embark on a great adventure –
entering a privileged career that is exciting, uplifting,
overwhelming and terrifying (not necessarily in this order;
occasionally all at once). Teaching is hard work, but it’s
never dull. Who couldn’t love a day that might include short
division the long jump, map reading, letter writing, roaming
Daleks, and Roald Dahl?
New teachers will be expected to be prepared for anything,
be on top of everything, and have a knowledge-base to rival
the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Drawn from over twenty
years of classroom experience, this Survival A-Z is an
invaluable collection of hints and tips designed to aid the smooth running of a positive
classroom environment. It will help teachers to hit the ground running and focus on what’s
really important: the children.
Covering topics such as Learning Objectives, Parental Involvement, Show and Tell, and
Curse words in the Classroom, it also details critical techniques around Risk Assessments,
Arm Folding, “I know you are, you said you are…” and Echoing.
This amusing, well-written, and to-the-point book covers more than 130 areas and themes to
give teachers the head start they need!
Published 13th May 2015 | 978-1-910515-29-7 | 160 pages | Print and eBook | £9.99

Colin Oates Judo: Getting Started | Colin Oates

Judo is rare among fighting sports, as the fighter's intention
is to defeat an opponent without inflicting injury.
Aimed at newcomers to the sport, this book highlights the
basics of Judo and details the most important techniques
with the aid of more than 100 photos. An easy-to-read and
practical book, Colin Oates Judo explains how to
accomplish important throws, hold downs, the basics of
strangles and arm bars, and more. In turn, uniquely, it
groups throwing techniques into clusters so that grip
movements are minimized and techniques link together for easy recall. There is also valuable
information on what to consider when choosing a Judo club, what to look for in contest judo,
and how the rules of judo have changed in recent years concerning leg grabs. This concise
and accessible book aims to get the new Judoka up and running, fast!
Published 11th May 2015 | 978-1-910773-08-6 | £9.99 | 108 pages

How to Help Your Teenager Achieve Exam Success: A
Parent's Guide [2015 Edition] | April Miller

Written by an experienced A-Level teacher, this up-todate, accessible – but most importantly concise - book
offers practical advice for parents on how best to help
their teenagers achieve exam success.
Based on her time in the teaching profession and a wide
number of educational studies, April Miller offers
achievable and evidence-based advice on how to help
teenagers fulfil their potential.
Readers will:
Discover how teenagers think and how they solve problems | Learn how to revise together,
effectively, and use their teenager's natural sociability to help them achieve their potential |
Help steer their teenagers to think academically | Banish the ‘marathon mentality’ and enable
their teenagers to work more effectively | Understand the impact of food, exercise and
technology | Promote independent thought and action | Apply top class learning techniques to
promote achievement.
Published: 14th April 2015 | ISBN: 978-1909125858 | 112 pages (print) | £8.99

Let’s Talk Soccer: Using Game-Calls to Develop
Communication and Decision-Making in Football |
Gerard Jones

Soccer coaches across all levels of the game share a
common and simple dilemma: how best to improve their
players. One of the best ways to do this is through
improved communication and how we individualize our
messages to our players. It’s fundamentally important for
coaches to provide quality communication with clear
detail and, as the FA’s Future Game Philosophy makes
clear, “Mastery of innovative coaching methods that utilize communication styles is the mark
of a gifted coach, and will be an essential requirement for the game of the future.”
Examples of good communications that develop game understanding and skill are seen with
elite football coaches such as Jose Mourinho and Pep Guardiola. Their messages are directly
linked to how they want their teams to play, hence the importance of having a coaching
vocabulary that players can understand.
Let’s Talk Soccer introduces ‘Game-calls’, game-specific communication designed to
enhance decision making and skill among players. Through Game-calls your team will
become more organized, and your players will understand – as individuals – how to play
within your playing philosophy.
Published: 12th April 2015 | ISBN: 978-1909125629 | 142 pages (print) | £9.99

Coaching Psychological Skills in Youth Football:
Developing The 5Cs | Chris Harwood and Richard
Anderson

Successful footballers are typically those who are best
able to: regulate their emotions, fix their attention, utilise
effective interpersonal skills, and remain highly motivated
and self-assured in the face of consistent challenges.
These behaviours are the hallmark of mentally tough,
emotionally intelligent players, and can be grouped under
the 5Cs of: Commitment, Communication, Concentration,
Control, and Confidence.
Written specifically for soccer coaches of all levels, Coaching Psychological Skills in Youth
Football details each C in a methodical and practical manner with real-world exercises for
training and matches. The book is relevant to soccer coaches working with 5-16 year old
players, with individual techniques and practices marked for appropriate age groups. By
weaving these techniques into their normal coaching practice, coaches will help educate
young players to optimise their motivation, discipline, composure, self-belief and teamwork.
A complete 12 month development plan is included alongside a case study from a youth
coach who has actually experienced the 5C journey.
Coaching Psychological Skills in Youth Football will build your confidence as a coach as you
learn how to grow and apply a world-class knowledge of sport psychology in youth football.
Published March 4 2015 | 218 pages | ISBN: 978-1909125889 | £16.99

Developing the Modern Footballer through Futsal | Michael
Skubala and Seth Burkett

ISBN: 978-1-909125-92-6 | Published 23 February 2015 |
Paperback and eBook formats | 142 pages | £12.99 /
£6.99
Aimed at coaches of all levels and ages, Developing the
Modern Footballer through Futsal is a concise and
practical book that provides an easy-to-understand and
comprehensive guide to the ways in which futsal can be
used as a development tool for football. From defending
and attacking to transitional play and goalkeeping, this
book provides something for everyone and aims to get you up-and-running fast.
Over 50 detailed sessions are provided, with each one related to specific football scenarios
and detailing how performance in these scenarios can be improved through futsal. From
gegenpressing to innovative creative play under pressure, this book outlines how futsal can be
used to develop a wide range of football-specific skills, giving your players the edge.
The Authors:
Michael Skubala is the England Futsal Assistant Head Coach, a position he has held for the
last five years. Prior to this he captained the side, and holds the record number of playing
appearances for England.
Seth Burkett is the last Englishman to play professional football in Brazil. In Brazil he
became aware of futsal, understanding how it was used to develop Brazilian footballers.

Definitions | Clare Coombes

Published 23 February 2015 | ISBN: 978-1-91051503-7 | Print and eBook formats
Fiction.
When someone is missing and all you have are their
words…
The sudden disappearance of Charley Ellison’s sister
leaves too many unanswered questions. With no close
family, and the police showing little interest, Charley
must track down Gina herself, using her sister’s custom
definitions – random words and sentences summarising
life events. This leads Charley to realise how little she
really knows about Gina’s relationship with her fiancé and his family.
Desperate to find Gina, Charley begins a dangerous journey, using the definitions to question
people close to her sister. They lead her into the sinister world of the family Gina was about
to marry into. But Charley’s own past holds dark secrets too, ones that threaten to overcome
her at every turn.
Can you escape your past and move on? How well do you really know your own family?
How far will they go to protect you? A tense, thrilling novel set in Liverpool about a family
divided by secrets and a sister who won’t give up.

Paul Webb Academy: Strength Training Books for Footballers
ISBN: 978-1910515105 | 220 pages | £12.99 | November 2014
Paul Webb Academy: Strength Training Books for Goalkeepers
978-1910515020 | 222 pages | £12.99 | November 2014
By Paul Webb

In this Strength Training Book Series, ex-professional footballer and renowned strength
coach Paul Webb distils over 20 years of knowledge into books designed to train athletes to
become stronger, faster, more explosive, and more resistant to injury.
The method Paul uses is simple, and focused, yet extremely effective and unlike the vast
majority of training programmes available has - at its core - the health of the athlete front and
centre!
Each book details: Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced Training and Full Body
Programmes. Dozens of exercises including Goblet Squats, Sumo Deadlifts and Turkish Get
Ups explained so readers can start getting strong fast. Each book contains more than 200
photos that show the reader how to complete individual exercises.
Dedicated Content on Nutrition and Supplements. Covers the 'Forgotten Workout' –
Recovery. Details the Importance of Mental Strength in Achieving Goals.

Martians, Morlocks and Moon Landings: How British Science Fiction Conquered The World by
Jamie Austin
Science Fiction has long been a part of popular culture. From the colour co-ordinated adventures of
Captain Kirk and crew to the city chomping of Godzilla, it is very much a worldwide phenomenon.
And it all started over a century ago – in Britain.
From Victorian literature through to the modern day - Martians, Morlocks and Moon Landings
explores the genre’s development through the imaginations of H G Wells, John Wyndham, George
Orwell, Nigel Kneale, and many more. It chronicles the creative minds that foresaw lasers, moon
landings, and aggressive walking plants. It charts the socio-political climates which gave rise to
Orwell’s totalitarian vision, the self-sufficient Survivors, and the cash-strapped Blake’s 7. British
Science Fiction is a window into contemporary history, laying bare a nation’s psyche - occasionally by
dressing it up in a foam rubber costume and having it pursue actors down a BBC corridor.
Martians, Morlocks and Moon Landings details the influence of British Science Fiction on the world
stage and is a must-read resource for anyone with an interest in the genre. Without Wells there
would be no Star Wars, without Orwell there would be no Celebrity Big Brother... For good or evil,
British Science Fiction has shaped our world. This book shows you how.
Published 4 November 2014| ISBN: 978-1909125759| 236 pages | £10.99

Coaching For The Zone: A Practitioner’s Guide to Coaching for Business and Sport by Ted Garratt

Many people think The Zone is a matter of luck; it either happens or it doesn’t. Because of this they
don’t plan for the Zone and when it happens don’t know how to repeat it. In Coaching For The Zone
leading coach practitioner and trainer Ted Garratt guides the reader through the process of training
clients to enter The Zone. He demonstrates how to coach for The Zone to equip individuals with the
skills and confidence to break through barriers and transform their abilities.
Coaches will also gain valuable insights into their own practice. Helping others get into The Zone is a
fantastic way for a Coach to learn more about themselves and to dramatically improve their skills.
The book is split into two sections. The first section follows an 8-part coaching programme with a
coachee in a business environment, but also includes examples and case histories from sport. The
second section contains Key Skills and Exercises that the practitioner can use when coaching clients
for The Zone.
Published 10 October 2014| ISBN: 978-1-909125-40-7 | 192 pages | £11.99

Tipping The Balance: The Mental Skills Handbook For Athletes [Sport Psychology Series] by Martin
Turner and Jamie Barker

Tipping The Balance offers contemporary evidence-based and highly practical mental strategies to
help an athlete to develop the crucial mental skills that enable them to thrive under pressure,
perform consistently when it matters most, and enjoy the challenge of the big event.
This is the sister book to What Business Can Learn From Sport Psychology and covers the same
themes (but for a sporting audience).
Published 1 November 2014| ISBN: 978-1-909125-93-3| 284 pages | £14.99

Steel and Grace: Sheffield’s Olympic Track and Field Medallists by Matthew Bell and Gary
Armstrong.

Steel and Grace details the accomplishments and biographies of both well-known and sadly
forgotten Sheffield athletes. These include the first man in history to run the 1,500 metres in under
four minutes and the athlete who completed the last eight miles of an Olympic marathon with
blistered and bloodied feet to win a silver medal. The same man survived the Olympic race that
nearly killed several of its competitors.
In everyday life these men - and women - were miners, grocers, saw-makers, teachers. They were
ordinary citizens who devoted their lives to the pursuit of Olympic glory. When amateurism made
the transition to outright professionalism, at the vanguard of this change was a Sheffield athlete who
was a double Olympic champion. The ultimate beneficiary was Sheffield's 'Golden Girl' who stole the
show at London 2012.
Published 13 October 2014| ISBN: 978-1909125957| 464 pages | £15.99

Soccer Tactics 2014: What The World Cup Taught Us by Ray Power [colour book]

World Cups throw up unique tactical variations. Countries and football cultures from around the
globe converge, in one place, to battle it out for world soccer supremacy. The 2014 World Cup in
Brazil was no different, arguably throwing up tactical differences like never seen at a competition in
modern times.
Contests are not just won by strong work ethics and technical brilliance, but by tactical discipline,
fluidity, effective strategies, and (even) unique national traits.
Soccer Tactics 2014 analyses the intricacies of modern international systems, through the lens of
matches in Brazil. Covering formations, game plans, key playing positions, and individuals who bring
football tactics to life - the book offers analysis and insights for soccer coaches, football players, and
fans the world over.
Whether it is Tiki-Taka, counter-attacking, or David defending heroically to defeat Goliath - this book
sheds light on where football tactics currently stand… and where they are going.
Includes analysis of group matches, the knock out stages, and the final.
Published 22 September 2014| ISBN: 978-1909125964 | 166 pages | £13.99

Universality | The Blueprint for Soccer's New Era: How Germany and Pep Guardiola are showing us
the Future Football Game by Matthew Whitehouse [colour book]

The game of soccer is constantly in flux; new ideas, philosophies and tactics mould the present and
shape the future. Since the turn of the century we have witnessed dramatic changes in the beautiful
game: new types of player, new coaching methods and tactical innovations have all enhanced and
changed the sport of football. The technical, tactical, physical and psychological skills needs of the
modern player - from the goalkeeper to centre forward - have all been enhanced. In a nutshell, the
modern game is quicker as well as being technically and tactically more advanced than for previous
generations. Excitingly, the future promises to be even faster, more technical, and more demanding
of its players!
After witnessing Spanish football and Barcelona provide one of the great periods of global
dominance - we are now entering a new era; one which is being led by German football, and notably
Bayern Munich. Germany, now world champions at international level, along with the visionary
coaching philosophy of Pep Guardiola at club level, are taking football into a new epoch, one which
the Italian coach Arrigo Sacchi prophesised several years ago. One of Universality.
In this book, Matthew Whitehouse – acclaimed author of The Way Forward: Solutions to England’s
Football Failings - looks in-depth at the past decade of the game, taking the reader on a journey into
football’s evolution. Examining the key changes that have occurred since the turn of the century,
right up to the present, the book looks at the evolution of tactics, coaching, and position-specific
play. They have led us to this moment: to the rise of universality.
Published 2 September 2014| ISBN: 978-1-909125-63-6 | 210 pages | £13.99

What Business Can Learn From Sport Psychology by Dr Martin Turner and Dr Jamie Barker

The mental side of performance has always been a crucial component for success – but nowadays
coaches, teams, and athletes of all levels and abilities are using sport psychology to help fulfil their
potential and serve up success.
It goes without saying that business performance has many parallels with sporting performance. But
did you realize that the scientific principles of sport psychology, used by elite athletes the world
over, are being used by some of the most successful business professionals? Performance - in any
context - is about utilizing and deploying every possible resource to fulfil one’s potential.
This book is about getting into a winning state of body and mind for performance – whatever that
might be – sales pitches, presentations, leadership, strategic thinking, delivery, and more.
In What Business Can Learn From Sport Psychology readers will develop the most important weapon
needed to succeed in business: their mental approach to performance. This book reveals the secrets
of the winning mind by exploring the strategies and techniques used by the most successful athletes
and professionals on the planet. Based on decades of scientific research, the authors’ professional
experiences, and the experiences of winning athletes and business professionals, this book is a
practical and evidence-driven resource that will teach readers how to deal with pressure, break
through adversity, embrace challenges, project business confidence, and much more.
Published 28 July 2014| ISBN: 978-1-909125-34-6| 264 pages | £14.99

The 7 Master Moves of Success by Jag Shoker
One of the most common clichés about success - that it is a journey, not a destination - has
concealed one if its most defining qualities. Success really is a dynamic and ever-moving process. It is
about making the right moves at the right time.
In this absorbing and uplifting book, Jag Shoker – a leading performance coach to business leaders,
sports professionals and creative performers – brings the science and inspiration behind success to
life. He reveals the 7 Master Moves that combine to create the high performance state that he calls
Inspired Movement: the ability to perform an optimal series of moves to create the success you
desire most.
Drawing widely on scientific research, his extensive consultancy experiences, and insights into the
successes of top performers in business, sport, and entertainment, 7 Master Moves is a synthesis of
the leading-edge thinking, and paradigms, that underpin personal performance and potential.
Building upon key research in fields such as neuroscience, psychology, expert performance and
talent development - 7 Master Moves represents an evidence-based ‘meta’ theory of what really
works. Compelling to read, and easy to follow, the book incorporates a strong practical element and
shares a number of powerful and practical exercises that can help you apply each Master Move and
achieve greater results in your life and work. Regardless of your profession or passion in life, the 7
Master Moves will reward those who are prepared to work hard to achieve the success that matters
most to them.
Published 6 June 2014| ISBN: 978-1-909125-59-9 | 228 pages | £9.99

Making The Ball Roll: A Complete Guide to Youth Football for the Aspiring Soccer Coach
by Ray Power

Making the Ball Roll is the ultimate complete guide to coaching youth soccer.
This focused and easy-to-understand book details training practices and tactics, and goes on to show
you how to help young players achieve peak performance through tactical preparation,
communication, psychology, and age-specific considerations.
Each chapter covers, in detail, a separate aspect of coaching to give you, the football coach, a broad
understanding of youth soccer development. Each topic is brought to life by the stories of real
coaches working with real players.
Never before has such a comprehensive guide to coaching soccer been found in the one place. If you
are a new coach, or just trying to improve your work with players - and looking to invest in your
future - this is a must-read book!
Published May 1st 2014
Paperback: 358 pages
£18.99 / $29.99
ISBN: 978-1-909125-52-0

A Multitude of Fins: A Recent History of Trout Fishing by Graham Mole
Question: What's the pastime that has similarities with sex and religion, needs crafty plans and
downright cunning, reeks of desperation and death, turns grown men into liars, yet resonates with
all that's best about the British?
The Answer: fly fishing for trout.
Over the years, journalist and angler Graham Mole has observed the scene, fought its foes,
pressurised politicians and, given half a chance, sneaked off to catch a few more trout. Along the
way he's tried to explain it all to a Martian, fled from angry ducks (and buffaloes), risked his life with
a Blackfoot Indian and, in his regular column, covered the world famous classic chalk streams of the
South.
A Multitude of Fins is a collection of Graham's most interesting, thought-provoking, and inspiring
articles across his career. Incorporating selected pieces from the 1980s right up to the current time,
the book provides a humorous and intelligent historical snapshot of trout fishing in the UK and
further afield, and one man's lifetime in this most unique of sports.
Published 25 April 2014
ISBN: 978-1-909125-74-2
280 pages
Print and eBook formats
£10.99 print / £6.99 Kindle

The Footballer's Journey: real-world advice on becoming and remaining a professional footballer
by Dean Caslake and Guy Branston
Many youngsters dream of becoming a professional footballer. But football is a highly competitive
world where only a handful will succeed. Many aspiring soccer players don’t know exactly what to
expect, or what is required, to make the transition from the amateur world to the ‘bright lights’ in
front of thousands of fans.
The Footballer’s Journey maps out the footballer’s path with candid insight and no-nonsense advice.
It examines the reality of becoming a footballer including the odds of ‘making it’, how academies
really work, the importance of attitude and mindset, and even the value of having a backup plan if
things don’t quite work out.
Filled with real life stories from current, and former, professionals across different leagues, The
Footballer’s Journey provides honest guidance and practical tips on what is required to give yourself
the best possible chance of turning the dream into a reality.

Published: 26 March 2014
164 pages
Print £11.99; Kindle and other eBook formats also available

Golf Tough: Practice, Prepare, Perform and Progress by Dan Abrahams
Golf Tough is an original and inspiring book– a book that will transform a player’s game.
Dan Abrahams is Lead Psychologist for England Golf, as well as a former touring professional golfer,
and PGA coach. In Golf Tough, Dan offers readers a powerful blueprint for improvement and a
detailed plan for consistent high performance no matter what their standard of play. If someone
wants to significantly lower their handicap, compete with greater consistency, win tournaments or
reach the next level on the course, Dan’s simple yet powerful philosophies, tools and techniques will
help them break through their current barriers and reach their golfing goals.
This book shows readers how to practice to build skill, technique and confidence - visits to the range
will become more productive and purposeful than ever, and practice more deliberate. Dan also
reveals the secret processes golfing champions employ to prepare to compete under the most
intense pressure, as well as how all golfers can learn to stand on the first tee brimming with selfbelief. Dan believes all golfers can learn to take control on the course – in Golf Tough he shows
readers how.
Includes contributions from some of the top authorities in the game – the world’s leading golf
statistician, one of the premier coaches in Europe, a putting coach to the stars, and a former caddy
who spends his days teaching players to plot their way around the course.
ISBN: 978-1-909125-50-6
Published: March 11, 2014
Cover Price: $24.99 / £13.99
Pages 180

Conference Season by Steve Leach

Disillusioned with the corporate ownership, mega-bucks culture, and overpaid prima donnas, of the
Premiership, Steve Leach embarked on a journey to rediscover the soul of professional football. His
journey, over the 2012/13 season, took him to twenty-four different Football Conference towns and
fixtures, visiting venues as diverse as the Impact Arena in Alfreton, Stonebridge Road in Ebbsfleet,
and Luton’s Kenilworth Road.
Encountering dancing bears at Nuneaton, demented screamers at Barrow, and 'badger pasties' at
rural Forest Green – Steve unearthed the stories behind the places and people – it was a journey
that showed just how football and communities intertwine, and mean something.
Conference Season is a warm and discerning celebration of the diversity of towns and clubs which
feature in the Conference, and of the supporters who turn up week-after-week to cheer their teams
on.
Published: 29 January 2014
ISBN: 978-1-909125-54-4
308 pages
£11.99 print, £7.99 Kindle

North Korea: On the Inside, Looking In by Dualta Roughneen

Irish Engineer, Dualta Roughneen, experienced the trials and tribulations of North Korea from 2004
to 2007 as an aid agency worker - keeping notes of his observations and thoughts. Based in the
capital, but with access to towns and the countryside outside Pyongyang, he was able to see inside
this most secretive of countries, beyond the picture of a socialist paradise portrayed on officially
sanctioned tours.
Beautifully written, with a gentle humour, and offering eye-opening insights of life in the ‘Hermit
Kingdom’ consistently denied to the few tourists and formally approved visitors that venture in, the
book superbly observes Korean politics, the people, freedoms, and hardships, (as well as a bit of
food and shopping). It details the day-to-day idiosyncrasies of being a foreigner in this most strange
and unusual country. Living as a foreigner in North Korea is like watching television with the sound
off.
Published – 24th January 2014
ISBN 978-1-909125-61-2
154 pages : $16.99

"Enlightening interviews with those who really know José Mourinho" – Simon Kuper, Financial Times.
"Superb read from a terrific writer" – Ger McCarthy, Irish Examiner
José Mourinho: The Rise of the Translator by Ciaran Kelly
From growing up in a Portugal emerging from dictatorship, and struggling to live up to his father’s
legacy as an international goalkeeper, the book details José Mourinho’s extraordinary journey: the
trophies, tragedies and, of course, the fall-outs. Starting out as a translator for the late Sir Bobby
Robson, Mourinho has come to define a new breed of manager, with his unrivalled use of
psychology, exhaustive research, and man management providing ample compensation for an
unremarkable playing career. Mourinho has gone on to become one of the greatest managers of alltime.
From Porto to Chelsea, and Inter to Real Madrid – the Mourinho story is as intriguing as the man
himself. Now, a new challenge awaits at Stamford Bridge. Covering the Mourinho story to October
2013 and featuring numerous exclusive interviews with figures not synonymous with the traditional
Mourinho narrative.
Published – 7th November 2013
ISBN 978-1909125377
154 pages : $14.99

"Innovative, advanced and thoroughly technical... the must-have coaching guide for the new year. 10/10" These

Football Times, Book Review
The Modern Soccer Coach 2014: A Four Dimensional Approach by Gary Curneen
Aimed at Soccer coaches of all levels and with players of all ages and abilities The Modern Soccer
Coach 2014 identifies the areas that must be targeted by coaches who want to maximize a team’s
potential – the Technical, Tactical, Physical, and Mental sides to the game.
What does the book accomplish? Readers will see how the game has changed and what areas
determine success in the game today. They will learn what sets coaches like Mourinho, Klopp,
Rodgers, and Guardiola apart from the rest. Philosophies and training methods from the most
forward thinking coaches in the game today are presented, along with guidelines on creating a
modern environment for readers’ teams. This book is not about old school methodologies, or
‘motivating’ players by screaming at them – it is about creating a culture of excellence that gets the
very best from players. Contains more than 30 illustrated exercises that focus on tactical, technical,
mental, and physical elements of the game.
Published – 29th October 2013
ISBN 978-1909125322
154 pages : $14.99

The Successful Golfer: Practical Fixes for the Mental Game of Golf by Dr Paul McCarthy and Dr Marc
Jones
The Successful Golfer is designed to help address 50 of the most common faults that players
experience and which hold them back. These include: hitting the self-destruct button when winning,
nervousness on the first tee, lost confidence, failing to ‘practise as you play’, losing focus off poor
drives, and many more. Each fault is remedied with a clear practical fix. Readers will learn to develop
effective practice plans, build a dependable pre-shot routine, cope with the pressures of competitive
golf, and deal with distractions.
In the second part of the book, lessons from 30 fascinating research studies on golf are presented to
help keep readers ahead of the field. They include research on putting, practice, choking, and
overthinking. In the third and final part of the book, clear instructions are provided on developing a
number of highly effective techniques that can be used across a wide variety of situations. These
include: pre-shot routines, breathing exercises, goal setting, and how best to practice.
Published – 15th July 2013
ISBN 978-1-909125-23-0
192 pages : £13.99

The Way Forward: Solutions to England’s Football Failings by Matthew Whitehouse
English football is in a state of crisis. It has been almost 50 years since England made the final of a
major championship and the national sides, at all levels, continue to disappoint and underperform.
Yet no-one appears to know how to improve the situation.
In The Way Forward, football coach Matthew Whitehouse examines the causes of English football’s
decline and offers a number of areas where change and improvement need to be implemented
immediately. With a keen focus and passion for youth development and improved coaching he
explains that no single fix can overcome current difficulties and that a multi-pronged strategy is
needed. If we wish to improve the standards of players in England then we must address the issues
in schools, the grassroots, and academies, as well as looking at the constraints of the Premier League
and English FA.
Published – 10th July 2013
ISBN 978-1909125193
236 pages : £12.99

Small Time: A Life in the Football Wilderness by Justin Bryant

In 1988, 23-year-old American goalkeeper Justin Bryant thought a glorious career in
professional football awaited him. He had just saved two penalties for his American club the Orlando Lions - against Scotland's Dunfermline Athletic, to help claim the first piece of
silverware in their history. He was young, strong, healthy, and confident. But professional
football, he found, is rarely easy.
Small Time is the story of a life spent mostly in the backwaters of the game. As Justin
negotiated the Non-League pitches of the Vauxhall-Opel League, and the many failed
professional leagues of the U.S. in the 1980s and 90s, he struggled not only with his game,
but his physical and mental health. Battling stress, social anxiety, a mysterious stomach
ailment, and simple bad luck, he nonetheless experienced fleeting moments of triumph that
no amount of money can buy. Football, he learned, is 95% blood, sweat, and tears; but if you
love it enough, the other 5% makes up for it.
Published – 24th June 2013
ISBN 978-1-909125-31-5
174 pages : £6.99

Soccer Brain: The 4C Coaching Model for Developing World Class Player Mindsets and a Winning
Football Team by Dan Abrahams
Coaching soccer is demanding. Impossible to perfect, it requires a broad knowledge of many
performance areas including technique, tactics, psychology and the social aspects of human
development. The first two components are covered in detail in many texts – but Soccer Brain
uniquely offers a comprehensive guide to developing the latter two – player mindsets and winning
teams.
The environment that a coach creates, and the relationships formed with players, is the bedrock of
performance and achievement. Coaches who are able to deliver students of the game, and who are
able to help players execute skills and tactics under pressure are the future leaders of the world’s
most loved sport. Soccer Brain teaches coaches to train players to compete with confidence, with
commitment, with intelligence, and as part of a team. The positive messages from each chapter of
Soccer Brain help coaches to develop players through patience, repetition, reinforcement, reappraisal and high value relationships.
Published – 6th June 2013
ISBN 978-1909125049
198 pages : £12.99

Dress the 1920s: From Flapper Chic to The Great Gatsby by Julie Burns
[eBook only]

Do you crave The Great Gatsby look? Want to know more about Flapper Girls, get the
bobbed hair of Louise Brooks, or indulge in the timeless style of Coco Chanel and
Molyneux? With the resurgence of interest in all things ‘20s, here comes a timely style title
on ‘20s inspired dressing – with an intriguing difference!
Dress the 1920s: From Flapper Chic to The Great Gatsby is an inspired and quirky
combination of vintage guide and self-makeover manual. It spans social history highlights to
‘20s image and fashion instruction, and is packed with tips from sourcing and shopping to
styling and storing. It all adds up to a fun and focused must-have for all style and culture
lovers.
Published – 9th May 2013
ISBN 978-1-909125-09-4
£3.69

Saturday Afternoon Fever: A Year on the road for Soccer Saturday by Johnny Phillips
Johnny Phillips is a football reporter for Sky Sports’ Soccer Saturday programme and a man who gets
beamed into the homes of fans across the country every weekend. For the 2012/13 season, Johnny
decided to do something different. He wanted to look beneath the veneer of household-name
superstars and back-page glamour to chronicle a different side to our national sport. As Johnny
travelled the country, he found a game that he loved even more, where unheralded stars were
driven by a desire to succeed, often telling stories of bravery and overcoming adversity. People who
were plucked from obscurity, placed in the spotlight and, sometimes, dropped back into obscurity
again. Football stories that rarely see the limelight but which have a value all fans can readily identify
with. The homeless African street kid who ended up playing for his country to the coach who
conquered dyslexia. The world’s most Eco-friendly football club, Welshpool Town’s not-so-freshfaced new players, the octogenarian dressing room attendant and many more stories from a season
of travel - Johnny provides coverage of the dedicated, the eccentric, the heart warming. The people
whom the game should salute.
Published – 4th June 2013
ISBN 978-1909125100
266 pages : £9.99

Scientific Approaches to Goalkeeping in Football: A practical perspective on the most unique
position in sport by Andy Elleray

Goalkeeping is a unique and often undervalued role within a football team. It can be a lonely
position with exclusive physical, psychological and tactical demands placed upon the person donning
the gloves. The man between the sticks must be able to perform a multitude of tasks to prevent
goals going in, but also operate so the 'last line of defence' becomes the first line of attack.

Written by goalkeeping guru Andy Elleray this book offers a fresh and innovative approach to
goalkeeping in football. With a particular emphasis on the development of young goalkeepers, it
sheds light on training, player development, match performances, and player analysis. Utilising his
own experiences Andy shows the reader various approaches, systems and exercises that will enable
goalkeepers to train effectively and appropriately to bring out the very best in them. Practice and
theory are merged together to create a highly practical book with its roots in the latest research and
thinking.
Published – 12th March 2013
ISBN 978-1909125018
422 pages : £18.99

The Psychology of Cricket: Developing Mental Toughness [Cricket
Academy Series] by Dr. Stewart Cotterill and Dr. Jamie Barker

The mental side of cricket is what separates the best players from
the rest. Technical, tactical, and physical preparation are
important for top class performances but it is often what happens
inside a player’s mind that is the difference between success and
failure. Whether batting, bowling, or fielding, a player’s
psychological strength has been identified by coaches, players,
and commentators as a critical ingredient for winning cricket
matches.
The Psychology of Cricket teaches individuals to develop mental toughness by using mental skills
which can be used in both practice and match situations. The book also provides expert advice on
understanding the important ingredients of successful teams and leaders.
Published – 25th March 2013
ISBN 978-1-909125-21-6
232 pages : £15.99

The Doors Examined by Jim Cherry
Jim Morrison, Ray Manzarek, Robby Krieger and John Densmore.
Welcome to the known, the unknown, and the in between.
Welcome to The Doors Examined.
The Doors remain one of the most influential and exciting bands in rock ‘n’ roll history, and The
Doors Examined offers a unique, expressive insight into the history of the band, their influence on
culture, and the group’s journey following the death of Jim Morrison in Paris in 1971. It starts at the
beginning, on a Venice Beach rooftop, and takes the reader on an invigorating journey, from The
Whisky a Go-Go to the Dinner Key Auditorium, The Ed Sullivan Show to Père Lachaise Cemetery.
Comprised of selected acclaimed articles from The Doors Examiner, The Doors Examined also serves
up original content that assesses seminal albums, how the group’s music has influenced other
artists, and key people in the band’s history; people like Jac Holzman, Paul Rothchild, Bruce Botnick,
and Pam Courson.
Published – 19th March 2013
ISBN 978-1909125124
240 pages : £10.99

Reoffending: a practitioner’s guide to working with offenders and offending behaviour in the
Criminal Justice System by Jonathan Hussey. This book is aimed at readers beginning their careers
of working with offenders in the Probation Service and Youth Offending Service. It examines how
offenders enter the Criminal Justice System, and the working relationship between the offender and
the practitioner. It goes on to cover specifics such as working with individuals who misuse
substances, domestic abuse, violent offenders, working with sex offenders, and working with
offenders with emotional problems.
Published – 12th November 2012
ISBN 978-0-9570511-4-0
202 pages : £14.99
Press Release

Churchill versus Hitler: War of Words by Peter John
Adolf Hitler and Winston Churchill clashed for years in public as their opinions of each other and
feuding helped determine the course of the Second World War. As diplomatic and military episodes
unfolded - both men analysed, commentated upon, and taunted each other with Churchill
continuing to do so for many years after Hitler’s death. Yet, until now, there has been no dedicated,
detailed history of the men's rivalry. Based on three years of research in archives across Britain,
Germany and the United States, Churchill versus Hitler: War of Words chronicles the Second World
War, and much more, through the protagonists' speeches, writings and private conversations.
Published – 7th September 2012
ISBN 978-1909125131
360 pages : £12.99
Press Release

Soccer Tough: Simple Football Psychology Techniques to Improve Your Game by Dan Abrahams
Soccer Tough demystifies the mental side of football and offers practical techniques that will enable
soccer players of all abilities to actively develop focus, energy, and confidence. Soccer Tough will
help banish the fear, mistakes, and mental limits that holds players back. Soccer Tough has been
written by one of the UK’s top Sports Psychologists, has received numerous excellent reviews, and is
one of the best-selling soccer books on both sides of the Atlantic.
Published 8th August 2012
ISBN 978-0957051195
180 pages : £12.99
Press Release

Finding Your Way Back to YOU: A self-help book for women who want to regain their Mojo and
realise their dreams! by Lynne Saint
Designed as a practical book with an accompanying downloadable journal and weblinked exercises,
Finding Your Way Back to YOU introduces Neuro-Linguistic Programming, and Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy techniques for women’s change. It will help readers to develop and achieve the goals they
dreamed of and show them how to increase self-confidence - removing any self-limiting beliefs that
previously prevented them from getting what they want. The author is an experienced life coach,
NLP Practitioner and Hypnotherapist.
Published – 18th June 2012
ISBN 978-0957051157
156 pages : £9.99
Press Release

Bryan Adams: A Fretted Biography - The First Six Albums by Mark Duffett
In this detailed but accessible biography Mark Duffett explores Adams’ meteoric recording career,
‘ordinary guy’ persona, and unfolding political commitment. The supporting activities of his manager
and record company are included to complete the picture. As a well-informed story of maximum
rock’n’roll it constitutes essential reading material for true fans. This book is a lightly revised edition
of Bryan Adams: A Fretted Biography, first released in 1994, with new content that brings the book upto-date.
Published – 4th June 2012
ISBN 978-1909125056
142 pages : £5.99
Press Release

We Want The World: Jim Morrison, The Living Theatre and the FBI by Daveth Milton Jim Morrison
was a songwriter, film maker, poet and singer with The Doors. His opponents saw him as a criminal.
And more. In an escalating confrontation over the freedom of America, he was up against men who
used law to block justice and fear to halt social change. Those men included the FBI’s infamous
director, J. Edgar Hoover. Inspired by true events, this imaginative recreation of history re-opens
Morrison's secret FBI dossier to reveal his Establishment opponents. Moving between Jim’s image,
influences and brushes with the law in Phoenix and Miami, Daveth Milton uses meticulous research
skills to assess the extent of the conspiracy against the singer. We Want The World provides the
ultimate account of Jim Morrison's awkward encounter with the Bureau.
Published – 27th April 2012
ISBN 978-0957051188
160 pages : £6.99
Press Release

Graduation: Life Lessons of a Professional Footballer by Richard Lee
The 2010/11 season will go down as a memorable one for Goalkeeper Richard Lee. After more than
ten years at Watford FC, Richard signed for League One outfit Brentford FC, but soon found himself
cast aside. Dropped after one game and behind three other goalkeepers before he would get
another opportunity - Richard would take on his toughest challenge to date. Cup wins, penalty saves,
hypnotherapy and injury would follow, but these things only tell a small part of the tale. Suffering
from acute mental anxiety throughout his career pushed Richard into making a choice between fight
or flight. Could he overcome his fears or take the easy road out and quit? Fortunately for Brentford
fans, he chose to fight. Throughout this book, Richard shares his understanding of the mind and how
to apply it for high-level performance. Filled with anecdotes, insights, humour and honesty Graduation uncovers Richard's campaign to take back the number one spot, save a lot of penalties,
and overcome new challenges. What we see is a transformation - beautifully encapsulated in this
extraordinary season. Has been one of the best-selling football autobiographies in the UK in 2012.
Published – 6th January 2012
ISBN 978-0957051126
228 pages : £9.99
Press Release

Global Game Jam: 48 hours of Persistence, Programming and Pizza at Scottish Game Jam by Jon
Brady January 28th 2011. Over 100 game developers, artists and designers gather at Glasgow
Caledonian University. Ahead of them, the Scottish leg of the Global Game Jam - 48 hours of
exhausting, sleep-deprived but invigorating and adrenalin-fuelled hardcore game development by
over 6,500 games developers across the world. The theme? Extinction. Enter Jon Brady, game
journalist and Game Jam reporter veteran. Follow his exploits as he tries to document the Jam over
the entire 48 hours - a job made progressively harder as insomnia, caffeine, alcohol, equipment
failure and errands all take their toll and he begins to contemplate a personal extinction of his own.
Global Game Jam offers a fly-on-the-wall perspective into what it takes to compete, survive and
excel at a Game Jam competition.
Published – 1st November 2011
ISBN 978-0957051102
188 pages : £9.99
Press Release

Ace the Sale! a Practical Methodology for Selling B2B Enterprise Software, Hardware or Services
by Nick Gomersall Ace the Sale! is a no nonsense guide, uniquely written for the busy sales rep.
Using a golf course analogy, this book takes each hole as a must-do step in the sales cycle. There is
clear instruction on everything the sales rep needs, including how to raise Emotional Intelligence and
better connect with prospects, understanding how to price deals, recognising when to ‘walk away’,
what reference visits should accomplish, developing dynamic presentations skills, and much more.
Based on the author’s highly successful sales career experiences, and filled with real world examples
and insights – this book offers a fast track understanding for greater success in the tough but exciting
world of sales.
Published – 20th April 2011
ISBN 978-0955911439
218 pages : £22.99
Press Release

Around the World in 80 Scams: an Essential Travel Guide by Peter John
A practical, focused, and detailed guide to eighty of the most common scams and crimes travellers
might encounter. It is packed with real-world examples drawn from resources across the globe and
the author’s own travels. Content includes: transport, eating, drinking, begging, ATM and shopping
scams. This book is for anybody who travels and wants to avoid being scammed. From new travellers
to more experienced voyagers; even lifelong travellers will discover new information in this book
that will help protect them from trouble.
Published – 20th April 2011
ISBN 978-0955911453
326 pages : £12.99
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The Hidden Whisper by Dr JJ Lumsden The Hidden Whisper offers a rare opportunity to enter the
intriguing world of the paranormal through the eyes of Luke Jackson. Taking inspiration from
“Sophie’s World” and written by a real life parapsychologist, the fictional narrative is combined with
extensive endnotes and references that cover the science behind Extra Sensory Perception,
Psychokinesis, Haunts, Out of Body Experiences and more. A unique, highly acclaimed, must-read
book for anyone who wants to learn about the paranormal.
Published – 26th April 2010
ISBN 978-0955911415
330 pages : £8.99
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